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TALK PROPOSAL
Web-applications are ubiquitous, from simple personal blogs to
e-commerce platforms with millions of sales. Ruby-on-Rails [1]
is a popular framework implemented in Ruby that provides tools
to build such web-applications. Performance is often critical in
the context of large-scale web-applications; especially in dynamic
languages such as Ruby that feature reflection and the use of many
small methods. Such languages therefore benefit from run-time
optimisations, notably through the combined use of lookup caches,
splitting and inlining.
To limit their overhead, such optimisations generally rely on
assumptions that do not necessarily match with the actual runtime behaviour. With Phase-based splitting [4], we showed that
splitting can benefit from using homogeneous patterns of behaviour,
called “phases” [6, 7] to reach better performance. In an effort to
identify such phases in real-world web-applications, we thoroughly
analyse the run-time call-site behaviour of Ruby programs and
Ruby-on-Rails applications, running on top of TruffleRuby [8]. This
talk describes our findings and aims at guiding future research on
call-site optimisation.

Findings about common call-site optimisations. Our analysis first focuses on the call-site behaviour at run time and more
precisely how lookup caches are influenced by call-site optimisations. A lookup cache [3] holds the different call-targets that can
be called at a particular call-site; this caching helps avoiding the
otherwise expensive lookup cost. If the cache contains a single entry, it is qualified as monomorphic. It becomes polymorphic once it
contains more than two entries; polymorphic lookup caches holding
a large number of entries are often considered to be megamorphic.
Target polymorphism is observed when several entries in the
lookup cache point to the same target which may happen if i.e. two
classes share the same implementation of a method. This issue is
optimised in TruffleRuby by relying on an extra cache level to store
the observed type of the receiver. Splitting [2] is an optimisation
that clones methods so that their lookup cache is reset; splitting
decisions are typically triggered based on the degree of polymorphism of the lookup cache of a call-site and its close callers. In
TruffleRuby, splitting may in addition be explicitly triggered for

core methods since they are more likely to be polymorphic and
massively executed at start-up.
We analyse the effect of addressing target polymorphism and
splitting in a benchmark set containing common micro- and macrobenchmarks [5] as well as micro- and macro-benchmarks used by
the Ruby community. We first confirm that polymorphic caches
tend to negatively affect performance, e.g. in TruffleRuby, a cache of
5 entries is 1.5x slower than a monomorphic cache. A megamorphic
cache is up to 6x slower. However, polymorphic call-sites remain
rare, and represent on average less than 1% of all method calls. When
focusing on closure application sites, we see that 24% of all closures
applications are polymorphic, which represent 2.6% of all calls
(method calls and closure applications). We expect that addressing
target polymorphism should lower the degree of polymorphism.
Our analysis indeed shows that having an extra cache helps to
monomorphise lookup caches, where some of our benchmarks saw
more than 50% of their calls turning monomorphic.
We also expected that splitting should ideally lead to monomorphic lookup caches. It may also prevent call-sites from reaching
the usually slower megamorphic state. In our analysis, we first
assess the performance of the different splitting strategies available
in TruffleRuby on Ruby-on-Rails web-applications and check how
their combination performs in terms of execution time. At the same
time, we examine the lookup caches of the most executed call-sites
and check whether the splitting strategies in place perform as expected. We previously identified [4] that a call-site experiencing a
polymorphic phase followed by a monomorphic one could be split
on phase switch to improve performance. The goal of our analysis
is to identify other kind of possible trigger points for high-level
behaviour-driven, i.e., phase-based, splitting.
Identifying high-level behaviours impacting lookup caches.
Monitoring the state of lookup caches at run time is time-consuming; a low-overhead alternative is to identify higher-level behaviours that could be used as proxy of the lookup caches’ status.
After examining lookup caches’ behaviour at run time, we further analyse our set of web-applications to identify such high-level
behaviours. We focus on request-based web-applications and investigate whether typical features of these applications produce
execution phases. To do so, we observe different aspects of call-sites,
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such as their type and their receiver(s) and monitor their evolution during execution; we then check how they relate to high-level
behaviours.
We notably investigate how different web-routes impact call-site
behaviour and whether phased-behaviour emerges. Such routes are
generally composed of a type of HTTP method (e.g. GET), a path (i.e.
URL) and a method responsible for handling that path; we explore
different combinations of these components. Testing different variations of paths only do not seem to produce any phased-behaviour in
a Ruby-on-Rails blog application; experimenting with other kinds of
web-applications may however lead to different results, especially if
different templates are rendered. We conducted further experiments
by varying the type of HTTP methods: call-site behaviour seems to
differ significantly between GET and POST requests, which creates
phases. This use-case is currently under closer investigation.
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